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When Jack's father is arrested by the evil Sheriff of
Nottingham, Jack must seek help from the notorious Robin
Hood. Bring the legend of Robin Hood alive with this
beautiful picture book. This is a highly illustrated ebook
that can only be read on the Kindle Fire or other tablet.
Alan Dale, a young thief running from the law, joins tough
and sometimes brutal Robin Hood in his band of not-alwaysloyal men as they steal from the Church, protect the poor
and battle the forces of the Norman rulers. A first novel.
Simultaneous. 40,000 first printing.
Reinforce your third grader's essential skills with the
Complete Book of Grade 3. With the colorful lessons in this
workbook, your child will strengthen skills that include
reading comprehension, sentence types, contractions, and the
order of operations. --The Complete Book series provides a
dynamic way for students in prekindergarten to grade 4 to
master essential skills. Each vivid workbook guides students
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through a variety of engaging activities in phonics, reading
comprehension, math, and writing. Challenging concepts are
presented in simple language with easy-to-understand
examples, while stickers and full-color illustrations
capture studentsÕ interest. The Complete Book series is a
thorough, comprehensive guide to grade-level success.
It is the year 2167 and twelve-year-old genius Robin Hood
has invented time traveling technology, but his bosses only
want to use it to monitor the timeline and make sure
everything stays the same; but Robin wants to help people
(and luckless dinosaurs) and so he uses his device to travel
back in time, picking up some other do-gooders along the
way, and pursued by his heartless boss, Mr. Prince.
The Forest Queen, Maid Marian. A Story of Robin Hood, and
His Merry Men, in Sherwood Forest
Outlaw
Violence, Transgression, and Justice
Social Spending and Economic Growth Since the Eighteenth
Century
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Robin Hood in Popular Culture
Chronicles the life and adventures of Robin Hood, who, with his band of followers, lived in
Sherwood Forest as an outlaw dedicated to fight against tyranny.
"A rip-roaring tale . . . full of twists and turns...A fast-moving, thoroughly enjoyable yarn."
—Kirkus Reviews on King's Man Robert, Earl of Locksley, returns in Warlord, the latest in
Angus Donald's compelling historical novels, reimagining one of the most indelible figures in
folklore—Robin Hood. King Richard I, the Lionheart, is engaged in a bloody war to drive the
French out of Normandy. Using the brutal tactics of medieval warfare—siege, savagery and
scorched earth—the Lionheart gradually pushes back the forces of King Philip of France. By his
side in this epic struggle are the erstwhile outlaw Robin Hood, and Sir Alan Dale, his loyal
friend. But while the battles rage, Alan is preoccupied with discovering the identity the man who
ordered his father's death ten years earlier—a mystery that leads him towards to Paris, deep into
the heart of the enemy's territory.
Recounts the life and adventures of Robin Hood, who, with his band of followers, lived in
Sherwood Forest as an outlaw dedicated to fighting tyranny. Presented in comic book format.
The Master Skills workbook series provides comprehensive practice in reading, reading
comprehension, and math for students in grades K–3. Short activities with bright illustrations are
fun to do. Both parents and students will like the colorful, engaging pages that target essential
skills for school success.
The Classic Adventure Tale
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A Graphic Novel
A Novel of Robin Hood
Robin Hood - Mark of the Black Arrow
The Cambridge History of English Literature: The drama to 1642, pt. 1-2

Studies of varied aspects of Robin Hood legends and associated
topics: the greenwood, archery, outlawry, and 20c response to
the legends.
Don't miss this unique retelling of the Robin Hood legend
England, 1154-1194 A kingdom under assault. A conspiracy
born of anarchy. A hero standing against tyranny. Falsely
convicted of a shocking crime, Robin Fitzooth, the Earl of
Huntingdon, finds refuge in Sherwood Forest and becomes
Robin Hood. Leading a band of men against the injustices of a
malevolent sheriff and his henchmen, Robin begins to unravel a
web of treachery threatening the English royal family. As
shadowy forces gather to destroy the future of a nation, Robin
faces deceit, betrayal, and the ravages of war as he defends his
king, his country, his people, and the woman he loves from a
conspiracy so diabolical, so unexpected, that the course of
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history hangs in the balance. From the mists of an ancient
woodland, to lavish royal courts teeming with intrigue, to the
exotic shores of the Holy Land - Robin Hood leads the fight in a
battle between good and evil, justice and tyranny, the future
and the past. Part one of an exciting three-part retelling of the
Robin Hood legend Although the books in the trilogy are not
stand-alone, they do not end in cliffhangers.
"It is no very easy matter for an author to condense his own
work into so small a space as one-half or one-third of its
original magnitude. ... I have considered it better to rearrange
fragmentary portions of the original story into another form of
narrative, ... I have presented only the direct adventures of
Robin Hood and of certain important members of his band. I
have given a couple of chapters relating to their quarrel with
the Sheriff of Nottingham; I have introduced Robin Hood to the
Court at London and have brought King Richard of the Lion's
Heart into the Forest of Sherwood."--Preface.
"A rip-roaring tale...inspired by but not slavish to historical
events of the Dark Ages, this book is full of twists and turns...A
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fast-moving, thoroughly enjoyable yarn." —Kirkus Reviews on
King's Man In 1192 A.D., with the Third Crusade over, Richard
the Lionheart is headed back home to England, only to be
betrayed, captured, and held for ransom. Now with the princes
of Europe lining up against him, the fate of the greatest warrior
in Christendom lies in the hands of a renegade earl and former
outlaw: Robin Hood. The mission is deadly and the enemies are
powerful and numerous. But for king and country, Robin and
his loyal lieutenant Alan Dale will face great risks—from battles
on blood-soaked fields to deadly assassins—in a heroic bid to
restore the Lionheart to his rightful throne. Angus Donald has
written a brilliant novel of the dark ages, one that brings some
of the best-known figures in history to wondrous, vivid life.
The Prince of Thieves
The Ghosts of Sherwood
Growing Public: Volume 1, The Story
Reading Comprehension and Skills, Grade 1
From the Fall of Rome to the Rise of the Renaissance
Ye stoic scribe Robert Bevard and illustrious illuminator Ben Dunn of ye Antarctic Press place their
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special mark on a classic, stirring tale of adventure in this comic book adaptation! Robin Hood and his
Merry Men steal from the rich and give to the poor, ever foiling and infuriating the misbegotten monarch
King John and his minions! But will the lure of the lovely Maid Marian and a rigged archery contest spell
the emerald archer's doom?
Brand-new action-packed series from international bestseller Robert Muchamore.
A beautifully illustrated edition of the classic adventure tale!Venture into Sherwood Forest with Robin
Hood and his band of rebel outlaws, as they fight against injustice and the evil plotting of Guy of
Gisburn. In this captivating tale, Robin Hood must defy the law and face danger to battle corruption,
guard the rights of the oppressed, and protect the woman he loves. This new telling combines elements of
the many tales surrounding the legendary Robin Hood with modern storytelling. Lavishly illustrated
throughout by award-winning artist Anne Yvonne Gilbert and presented in a beautiful jacketed format,
this fine edition will appeal to lovers of the legend and newcomers to the story alike.
When the girl of his dreams is captured by the Sheriff of Nottingham's deputies, Will Scarlet desperately
wants to save the day. But he fails. Utterly. Will is rescued by a mysterious man named "Little John," who
urges him to get a closer look at his face. Little John is actually Will's absent Aunt Josephine, who is now
living as a man. Little John introduces Will to Robin of Locksley, the half-Saracen daughter of the
deceased Earl of Locksley. Will is smitten with her, but he knows the beauty would never be interested in
him.
Complete Book of Grade 3
The Story of Robin Hood: For tablet devices
The Elson Readers. Readers, Books 1-8
Lady of Locksley
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Reading Comprehension and Skills for first grade is designed to help students develop a
strong foundation of reading basics so that they will become competent readers who can
advance to more challenging texts. It includes engaging passages and stories about a
variety of subjects to appeal to all readers. The book also encourages vocabulary
development and reinforces reading comprehension through leveled activity pages that
target each student's individual needs for support. --Kelley Wingate's Reading
Comprehension and Skills series is the perfect choice for both teachers and parents. This
valuable reading and comprehension skills practice book provides nearly 100
reproducible pages of exciting activities, 96 durable flash cards, and a motivating award
certificate. The differentiated activity pages give students the practice they need at a level
that is perfect to help them master basic reading comprehension skills necessary to
succeed and are great for use at both school and home.
Nestled in the heart of England is the small city of Nottingham. Today it is home to a
variety of tourist attractions. The most famous is Sherwood Forest--the legendary home
of Robin Hood. Nottingham's library includes more than 700 different books about this
outlaw, who is best known for stealing from the rich and giving to the poor. And it's not
just Nottingham. The adventures of Robin Hood have become the subject of countless
movies, cartoons, and bedtime stories around the globe. Nearly everyone knows his name
and exploits. But was Robin Hood a real, living person? Is his story based on actual
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events? Or is it merely a legend? Like many legends, the story of Robin Hood includes
both facts and fiction. The story has been told and retold for centuries. Certainly, it has
changed along the way. One might compare the tale to the telephone game. In this
popular classroom exercise, a sentence is whispered from one person to another until it
reaches the other side of the room. By the time the last whisper has been spoken, the
sentence has usually changed at least a bit. One person may have heard a word
incorrectly. Another might have replaced a word or two to make the statement more
exciting or funny. This is likely the case with Robin Hood as well.
Reading Comprehension and Skills for first grade is designed to help students develop a
strong foundation of reading basics so that they will become competent readers who can
advance to more challenging texts. It includes engaging passages and stories about a
variety of subjects to appeal to al readers. The book also encourages vocabulary
development and reinforces reading comprehension through leveled activity pages that
target each student's individual needs for support. Kelley Wingate 's Reading
Comprehension and Skills series is the perfect choice for both teachers and parents. This
valuable reading and comprehension skills practice book provides nearly 100
reproducible pages of exciting activities, 96 durable flash cards, and a motivating award
certificate. The differentiated activity pages give students the practice they need at a level
that is perfect to help them master basic reading comprehension skills necessary to
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succeed and are great for use at both school and home.
Presents a history of the ancient world, from 6000 B.C. to 400 A.D.
"Aberdeen Journal" Notes and Queries
Robin Hood: Hacking, Heists & Flaming Arrows
Robin Hood, Time Traveler
Math & Reading Workbook, Grade 3
Character-Based Film Series Part 1
From football to go karting, and real heroes and aliens, Books for Boys are packed with high
action, adventure and humour, ideal for turning reluctant boy readers into lifelong bookworms.
Ideal for fans of HARRY AND THE DINOSAURS who are ready to move on to chapter books. Do
you know everything there is to know about Robin Hood and his Merry Men? Well, think again!
Before they were famous, battling the nasty Sheriff of Nottingham, this famous band of heroes
were normal boys with normal names. So how did they come to be called Robin Hood, Friar Tuck,
Will Scarlett and Little John? Well, it's quite a story, and certainly not one for the faint-hearted!
After reading the traditional tale of Robin Hood, the hero who stole from the rich to give to the
poor, the reader is invited to turn the book upside down and read an updated version told from the
point of view of the Sheriff of Nottingham.
Who was Robin Hood? Throughout history the figures of the hooded man of Sherwood forest and
his band of outlaws have transfixed readers and viewers; but where does the myth come from? The
story appeared out of the legend of the Green man but found its location during the reign of
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Richard II, the Lionheart, who was away from England fighting in the crusades. In his absence his
brother John lay waste to the country. But does this tell the full story? Was Robin a bandit prince
ahead of a troop of brigands? Who was the Sherrif and was he in fact the legitimate law in the
land fighting vigilantes?
Growing Public examines the question of whether social policies that redistribute income impose
constraints on economic growth. Taxes and transfers have been debated for centuries, but only now
can we get a clear view of the whole evolution of social spending. Lindert argues that, contrary to
the intuition of many economists and the ideology of many politicians, social spending has
contributed to, rather than inhibited, economic growth.
Warlord
A Brief History of Robin Hood
Robin Hood the Comic Book #1
The Robin Hood Trilogy, Book 1
ROBIN HOOD
An exciting story from the legend of Robin Hood, retold for English language
learners. When Much Middleton's father is arrested by the evil Sheriff of
Nottingham, Much seeks the help of the mysterious outlaw, Robin Hood.
Robin Hood robbed from the rich and gave to the poor, and had escapades enough
to please any adventure-loving child. Now even the youngest readers can have the
chance to enter Sherwood Forest with Robins band of merry men, and meet such
unforgettable characters as Friar Tuck, Little John, Allan-a-Dale, the nasty Sheriff of
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Nottingham, and wicked King John. Every moment of the story is filled with action
and excitement.
Designed by experts in education, this best-selling workbook features vivid and fullcolor illustrations to guide children step-by-step through a variety of engaging and
developmentally appropriate activities in phonics, reading, reading comprehension,
la
The delights of Dumas' novels are well known. Less known today are his tales of
Robin Hood. With pleasure, we present these two old works to a new century of
readers. English versions of "The Prince of Thieves" and "Robin Hood the Outlaw"
have virtually disappeared from bookshelves; they are now edited, corrected, and
made accessible to the world in print and e-formats, by the Reginetta Press.In this
first volume, "The Prince of Thieves," Alexandre Dumas relates his own unique
version of Robin Hood's origins and upbringing, how Robin was robbed of his
heritage, how Robin becomes acquainted with Marian, Little John, Friar Tuck, and
the Merrie Men, and the events leading up to Robin Hood's life as an outlaw. Alfred
Allinson's translation lends enchantingly antique wording, transporting us to the
charm of a Sherwood Forest of former, fanciful days.
Robin Hood's garland. Wanting all before sig. A 1 and after L 3
character-Based Film Sereies Part 1
Robin Hood - Howard Pyle (Stage-1)
Some Merry Adventures of Robin Hood, of Great Renown in Nottinghamshire
For tablet devices
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A vast darkness is spreading. If left unchecked, it will engulf the world, and so Richard the
Lionheart must depart England on a holy mission. In his absence, the safety of the realm is
entrusted to his brother, Prince John. When the king departs, black sorcery begins to grip the
land, threatening noble and peasant alike. Horrific creatures stalk the forests, yet the violence
they commit pales when compared to the atrocities of men. A handful of rebels fight back, but
are doomed to fail unless they can find a hero to lead them.
The Robin Hood Trilogy, Book 1Robin Hood's Dawn
Carrie Vaughn's The Ghosts of Sherwood revisits the Robin Hood legend with a story of the
famed archer's children. Everything about Father is stories. Robin of Locksley and his one true
love, Marian, are married. It has been close on two decades since they beat the Sheriff of
Nottingham with the help of a diverse band of talented friends. King John is now on the throne,
and Robin has sworn fealty in order to further protect not just his family, but those of the lords
and barons who look up to him – and, by extension, the villagers they protect. There is a truce.
An uneasy one, to be sure, but a truce, nonetheless. But when the Locksley children are stolen
away by persons unknown, Robin and Marian are going to need the help of everyone they’ve
ever known, perhaps even the ghosts that are said to reside deep within Sherwood. And the
Locksley children, despite appearances to the contrary, are not without tricks of their own... At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Sheriff Speaks
Books For Boys: 1: Robin Hood's Best Shot
The Middle Ages
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Robin Hood's garland. Being a complete history of all the notable and merry exploits performed
by him and his men, on divers occasions. To which is added a preface, giving a particular
account of his birth, life, &c., adorned with twenty-seven neat and curious cuts, etc
Outlaw of Sherwood Forest, an English Legend
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